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organisations and they have arranged rules and procedures about how practicalities

management.
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The construction industry is a projectbased industry and they have their
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general contractor and subcontractors

which have been attempt to solve

common, that projects are undertaken

Traditionally
construction
project
organisations were determined by the

continuously seek to establish new

organisational arrangements has arisen

imperative cooperation between people
and project partners.

company in the construction industry
and its specialists present two types
management entitled core team. The
projects. The result can be a rather

the construction industry are organised
through
temporary
organisations,

team is, who are involved and how
many people belong to the core team.

structure has been shown in Figure 1.

and is it inside one company or is it

in practice, this is rarely the case, but

are under study. Accomplish this, the

management. The diagram

shows
own perspectives, which has caused a
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level integration in construction projects
organised in various ways. The approach

how they are organised including their
assignments.

projects, which are still used in many
a project manager or leader. With the
contractor, an architect is responsible

project deliveries, which as a whole is
core teams. Dothey have knowledge
teams and team thinking in construction

project based on a competitive tender.
a project manager has been given
practically absolute control over their

involved’ relates people involved and
that there can be some industrial
have impact on the management
practices around construction projects.
The research behind this paper is on the

has

widely

acknowledge

practical

project meaning co-operation between
an architect, structural engineer, electric

is demanded but to reach top quality
solutions, smoothly operating team
encourage open communication and
within the team as well outside the team

in the organisation.

teams and workgroups that can be
project. These are usually established
needs such as architectural design,
main supplies, site operations etc.

is aspiration to work in collaborative

inside a company or are several
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solutions one should acknowledge

new product development (Marion

team has been mentioned in the project
the construction industry, although only
organisation, core team has been
mentioned in the project management
literature.

core team is.

project team organisation developed by
and

been mentioned in the literature on

coordination.

These

people

project team. The core team members
know the projects and its objectives.
They have developed the ideas, set

management (Eppler and Sokowski,

the core team which Anthony described
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project team is support and contributes

completed. According to Kaushik (et
project delivery decisions.”
that project managers and other project

a core projects Team approach in the

where the project manager, the client,
the principal engineer, the architect and
core team.

integrated project delivery where the
owner, the architect and the contactor

Empirical data was obtained by a survey

had third level educational background.

also acknowledged that large projects
project teams where core team is at

answers were broken into lines, each
representing an item that can be
captured with a keyword. From this

generate their own core teams and the

would be able to serve the project in

manager

and

director

level
grouped into clusters, which were built

that team members in a collaborative
construction project should, “be equally
committed to a common purpose, goals
hold themselves mutually accountable”
but also “deeply committed to one
another’s personal growth and success”
Research methodology and approach
was used in order to understand the

Thus, data was treated through several
successive reductive phases, it was
obtained.

All respondents were over
ensure that the data was not being
categories represent the data.
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arrangement in their organisation. The

the term core team to mean a special

arrangement.

and how widely it is known. Among

organisational arrangement in their
construction businesses. They have
used or they have known used the

Question, “did the core team belong to
core team varies during the project”.
The question divided respondents into
two sections.

been presented in Figure 5.
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According to respondents, there were
were mentioned as participants in
mentioned. The smallest contained
people was eight. Most common team

grouped into clusters, treated through
several successive reductive phase

procurement and accounting in the

third party was used to ensure that the
core team vary during the project, the
core teams were asked. The amount

clusters. The relevant trade clusters
that were recognised are construction
management,
site
operations,
design, procurement and accounting,

has been collected into the trade

wary between three and twelve. The
seller or logistic manager, which were

The

gained

results

propose

that

core teams or multi-company ones
team were calculated only one. This

team. This was studied with a particular
open question. The respondents
named the three most important tasks,
which have been assigned to the core
team in question. The total number

respondents have participated the work
core teams was determined. Figure 6
relation with other companies. Based

internal core teams.
Based on the survey, 66 core teams

clusters in relation to the core teams.
Based on the survey at least one member
with background in construction

them named three tasks. The tasks
were grouped into clusters, which were
treated through several successive
third party. The independent third party
was used to ensure that the data was
the categories represent the data. The
total is been presented in Figure 7.

processes.
personnel involved is primary on the
their activities throughout preparative
work, cooperative actions and daily
problem solving.
Thus, when it was
a construction project do, the typical

core team, the respondents answered
the main assignment was to take care
The schedule control came close to this
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structures and linkages are sought to
stakeholders.
The team design is understood as a core
which as a whole is highlighting the

and partnering arrangements have
been used to attempt to integrate the
construction project delivery team (Love,

superimposed onto environments where

provides more value adding collaboration
between project partners.
The core team is an interesting
management
arrangement
in
The

construction

industry

can

be
members but consequences might be the

teams as an approach are particularly

based industry where the operations
the core team can bring together the key
is drowned by a hierarchical manner
where part optimisation procedures

members the responsibilities are shared
The result is part-optimum decision

participants. A core team is an optional

avoided and decisions are made based

construction project teams.
the high-level integration is seen as a key

selected their own core teams and there
were

settled

by

the

arrangements

organisational arrangements has arisen

project.
project, thus tackle the management

managing a project.
with their own perspectives, which has
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A typical construction project is an

organised inside one company, but it

organisations brought together. The
challenge is to organise the participants

interorganisational are a somewhat

that construction management and site
operations were the most represented
least one member in the core team.
During a construction project, the tasks
concept core team has been recognised

and make decisions.
We see the core team as an important
organisational

arrangements

in

reported being like this. Usually a project

mandates, contractual recognitions,
established approached and decisionmaking practices are the dimensions
where developments should take place.

project teams as project structuring
approaches.
the project.

The core team can be
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